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MODULAR LED BAR
Farrows has developed a unique modular LED
bar system.
A wide variety of set-ups and configurations
are possible using basic modules, foldable and
cooling modules, modular rear cabinets and
accessories.
The use of Pyra-led polycarbonate, specially
developed for LED lighting, combined with
seamless module connections ensures even
colour distribution for maximum effect.
The sleek design and close attention to detail
make Farrows’ LED bar system a remarkable
structure that will work on its own or as an
eye-catching feature at your exhibition or event.
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Mobile Refrigeration
Farrows’ LED bar modules are designed to
accommodate standard hospitality industry
equipment, therefore allowing different brands of
mobile coolers and tap units to be used.
Farrows has also developed its own range of luxury
mobile coolers and tap units, which integrate with
the LED bar units to create a perfect system.

Modules
modules and a rear casing module.

Compact for
Transport

These modules comprise foldable, aluminum

The LED bar modules developed by Farrows are

frames, equipped with 1cm thick Pyra-led

foldable and therefore take up minimal space

polycarbonate. Inlay plates, polycarbonate sides and

during transportation.

sliding doors complement this set-up to create a

For quick and easy set-up, the modules connect

very luxurious complete system.

using a combination of cam locks and high power

The LED bar system is formed by 3 different basic

magnets. Therefore even the largest and most
complex configurations can be constructed in a
short amount of time.
transported in upholstered dollies to keep the risk

LED Lighting

of damage to a minimum, ensuring the system

Farrows uses 50cm and 100cm high power

always looks as good as new.

IP67 LED fixtures.

All LED bar modules and accessories are

The specially developed bar incorporates frosted
Throughout Benelux, your desired configuration

lens caps, preventing staining and ensuring

can be installed and removed for a reasonable fee

maximum diffusion and efficiency of the

by a team of Farrows specialists.

light. The use of DMX (RGB) technolgy means
numerous color variations and transitions can
be realised.
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Options
By making use of two different straight modules,
a 45 degree module and a modular rear casing, a
wide variety of configurations are possible.
Check out our website for various 3D configurations
of the LED bar to meet your
event, presentation or exhibition requirements.
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The Event Organizer
Farrows has the ability, trend awareness and sense of style required for organising events.
Farrows demonstrates passion and enthusisam for event furnishings and offers, for sale and rent,
all the elements that make an event, presentation or exhibition very special.
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